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Arab Lightning 

One interesting forum catering for the need of Arab hackers is al-Sā'iqa or al-Shabaka al- sā'iqa 

al-'arabiyya al-hakarz, Arab Lightning Hackers Network. 

The last postings in the forum are on a course on data bases using PHP, another course on 

using shells, and – as expected – on a cause dealing with the penetration of websites and 

servers. 

The subfora group of the main categories are a forum for specialists, the general forum (the 

most active in this category), an Islamic forum, a literary one, one on anime and manga etc. 

The next subfora groups discusses everything related to hacking. Another one deals with 

security related questions, followed by a subgroup on programs, an archive, and an 

administration category. 

YouTube 

The YouTube channel SA3EKA offers some videos: e. g., two videos on the program Smart Install 

Maker, a program for creating setup files for easy installation, a video on Google implicating an 

Israel connection (i. e., the usual world conspiracy) or another one on installing WebScarab, a web 

application security testing tool. The channel is not updated regularly.



Twitter 

The Twitter profile is called Sa3eka Teams (@sa3ekacom) with 465 followers (01-22-2014), 

following people like Dancho Danchev, the Metasploit project (on penetration testing etc.) and 

Zdnet, claiming to be „the biggest educational net on the Web“. 

The profile is active with up to now 2.226 tweets. It is offering links to YouTube videos on a variety 

of topics, e. g., films, politics, music etc., IT related tweets, and others related to hacking.   

Facebook 

The Facebook group al-Shabaka al-Sa3eka al-'Arabiyya got 32.858 likes. There are many postings 

focussing on hacking and few others on politics, fun, visual material etc. Some postings are on 

Islam, some on political Islam supporting the Palestinian HAMAS or celebrating Hasan al-Banna, 

the founder of the Muslim Brethren, or supporting the former Egyptian president, Morsi. Others 

hint at the global electronic youth culture:

 


